Marine & Corrosive
Environment Air Filters
Marine environments can be very unforgiving places to
operate costly equipment and maintain occupant safety
and comfort. Extreme weather conditions and sea salt
sprays often create a corrosive environment. Common
complaints in the luxury boating/shipping industry include
a build up of airborne dust particles, bacteria and molds.

MODEL #DURALO#DURALO-1”
MODEL #DURALO#DURALO-2”
MODEL #DURAFOAM#DURAFOAM-1/2”
MODEL #DURAFOAM#DURAFOAM-1”
MODEL #DURALOFT#DURALOFT-1”
MODEL #DURALOFT#DURALOFT-2”

DURALO™ : Contains all electrostatic polypropylene media.
Woven media is manufactured from non porous filament,
which will not absorb or retain moisture, and does not
encourage the growth of mold, bacteria, viruses, yeast or
fungi. Containing our exclusive Accumulator Chamber®
construction, this filter is designed to work in applications
requiting very low resistance to airflow or high velocity air
flow. 1” or 2” thick stainless steel frame available.

DURAFOAM™ : Contains a combination of electrostatic polypropylene and urethane foam. Used
for applications needed greater arrestance efficiency. Holds up well in wet environments
including salt water, and can also be used for pond and water filters. ½” thick stainless steel or
1” thick black plastic or stainless steel frame available.
DURALOFT® : Contains rigid high loft PermaFlo® polyester media. Used for applications
needing greater moisture condensation surface area. 1” thick black plastic or stainless steel
frame or 2” thick stainless steel frame available.

•
•
•

All three models are encased in a front and rear black polymer grid for
added support
All plastic filters are made to withstand corrosive environments, including
thorough cleaning practices that include chlorine bleach
5 Year Warranty
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Initial Air Flow Resistance ½” THICK

N/A
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0.09” w.g.
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MERV Rating 1” or 2” THICK
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MODEL IN
IN-1”, IN-2”, IN-1/2”
Available in galvanized, stainless steel, or aluminum frames

An electrostatic air filter that contains two 1/4” thick steel panels in a one or two inch thick steel outer frame. Each panel contains
two layers of our custom woven industrial polypropylene media with a 3-dimensional waffle weave and expanded wire support
both front and back for added durability. The polypropylene and wire support are pressed into the 1/4” thick steel panels, allowing the Model IN to be utilized in high velocity systems. The fiber thickness of these four layers of polypropylene media gives the
Model IN an extended dust holding capacity. Model IN offers the exclusive Accumulator Chamber ® that increases freedom of air
flow and maximizes dust holding capacity.

Performance:

Applications:



Average Arrestance Efficiency: 78%





Dust Holding Capacity: 130 gm.

Industrial applications where potential dirt
load is high and where low resistance and
clean ability are critical



Initial Air Flow Resistance: 0.11” w.g.





U/L Classified as to Flammability only



5 Year Warranty

In locations where high velocity air is pushed
through limited filtering surface areas (often
found in older HVAC systems)
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The Exclusive Accumulator Chamber® Efficient by Design

Since 1957, Permatron products have featured the unique Accumulator Chamber® construction for effective and efficient filtration. Years of experience, many thousands of filters and independent laboratory tests have proven that the engineering design of
Permatron air filters enables them to outperform the competition.
Each one and two inch thick Permatron filter represents a miniature filter bank; there are in fact two filters in one. The outer steel
frame holds two 1/4” panels also housed in steel frames. The three-frame construction, although lightweight, maintains strong
support and assures that the media is firmly held in place even over long, hard use.
Between the two filter panels in an air space that is 1/2” wide on a one-inch filter, and 1 1/2” wide on a two-inch filter. This is our
exclusive Accumulator Chamber.
Permatron woven filter media allows air to flow through, enhancing its electrostatic charge. This media never loses its charge, as it
is an inherent property. The airborne particulates are attracted to the media fibers like iron filings to a magnet. The particulates,
attracted to the fibers in the direction of air flow, build up on the fibers without face loading.
If an excess of particulates builds up (due to high concentrations in the air, or failure to clean the filter regularly) on the prefilter,
they tend to break off, allowing air flow to sweep them through the prefilter into the Accumulator Chamber. Cross currents within
the Accumulator Chamber cause further agglomeration and some settlement until the filter is rinsed. The afterfilter (back panel)
attracts and holds particles that escape the prefilter or do not respond to and electrostatic charge.

Filters with woven plastic fabric are commercially available. Many claim electrostatic properties, which they may have, but to varying degrees. Other materials may include supporting wire and layers of non-woven media or foam. These materials are often
stacked together in a frame. Filters with this stacked construction can certainly be effective, but may also exhibit key engineering
disadvantages. Whereas the initial pressure drop is within acceptable levels, after six months to a year of usage, residual particulates can accumulate between the compressed layers. In this case, even a filter that has been cleaned according to the manufacture’s instructions may have developed an abnormally high pressure drop, or resistance to air flow, and this seriously impairs its
effectiveness.
Engineers are primarily concerned with high pressure drop and the interference with air flow negatively associated with some air
filters. High pressure drop and clean ability weigh heavily in the engineer’s decision not to purchase such air filters.

